I wonder if you would mind participating in a project for my college biology class at Radford University. My professor has asked us to gather information from family members in order to gain experience doing two kinds of scientific research during the semester. This is voluntary on your part. If you choose not to participate, other arrangements can be made and my grade in the course will not be affected. Please read the questions and sign below if you are willing to give some or all of the information requested.

PLEASE MAIL THIS SURVEY BACK TO ME BY ________________.

1. Look in a mirror and pull your hair back from your forehead. Is your hairline straight across or does it make a V-shaped peak mid forehead? (Circle one) **Straight**    **Peak**
   COMMENTS OR CLARIFICATIONS:

2. Can you roll your tongue lengthwise (bend sides in to make a tube)?   **Yes**    **No**
   COMMENTS OR CLARIFICATIONS:

3. Clasp hands together so that fingers interlock. Which thumb is on top? **Left** or **right**?
   COMMENTS OR CLARIFICATIONS:

4. What is your blood type? (Circle one) **A**    **B**    **O**    **AB**
   COMMENTS OR CLARIFICATIONS:

5. What is your overall eye color? (Circle one) **pure blue** (no flecks of green or brown)
   **gray**    **bluish green**    **green**    **greenish brown**    **brown**    **dark brown**
   **black**    **Other** _______________________
   COMMENTS OR CLARIFICATIONS:

6. Adults only: Do you have a receding hairline or at least partly bald?   **Yes**    **No**
   COMMENTS OR CLARIFICATIONS:

7. Other (Students may ask their own questions about traits or conditions that may run in the family.
   COMMENTS OR CLARIFICATIONS:

Please sign if you agree to let me use this information for my class project provided that only I know your name and that the information will not be published in any form.

Signature ____________________________________  Date ___________________